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Abstract: News of Ustaz Abdul Somad (UAS) refusal to enter Singapore caused 

controversy in Indonesia. Online mass media plays a role in build and shaping the 

perspective and opinion public about incidents. Cybermedia national give enough space 

many related incidents this. Each medium constructs reality in an incident in 

accordance with interests and ideologies. This thing is related to protrusion issues 

raised by the media. Amount the narrative built in the media mentions that incident that 

is commonplace and as form state sovereignty, but on the other hand, there are 

comments attitude Singapore government is against with human rights principles and 

international regulations. Purpose of the study this for analyzes the framing built on the 

two media about the incident of UAS rejection in Singapore.  The researcher used the 

method of descriptive qualitative with approach analysis of the framing model of Robert 

N. Entman in the online media Republika.co.id and Kompas.com. Research results this 

show there is a difference in the framing that is built between the two media. 

Republika.co.id framed the incident as attitude Islamophobia, to finally Singapore 

government refused UAS. In comparison, Kompas.com highlights Singapore's attitude as 

appropriate for protecting from teachings extremism. This study shows the ideology of 

each media is very influential in construction news. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the internet era like now, a change has occurred fundamental in need to consume 

news. Society today is faced with various mass media, ranging from television, radio, 

letters, newspapers, and magazines to online media or cyber. Change pattern 

consumption news in the community by the drastic change in a number of the year 

behind with the development of the internet. Mass media internet based now the more 

abundant, the opposite with the current print media this the more abandoned the 

reader. Amount internet users in Indonesia every year have a significant increase. 

Association The Indonesian Internet Service Provider (APJII) said that by 2022, internet 

users in Indonesia would reach 210 million people. It means about 77% of Indonesian 
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residents have been using the internet (Dewi, 2022). The data, no kidding, very much. 

This is a very potential information market. Not amazed when the moment these Many 

cyber media sprung up. Compared to print media, cyber media have superiority more 

fast, cheap, flexible, reach area, content news not limited, and easier. Like said Pierre 

Levy stated that the World Wide Web an environment of information that is open, 

flexible, and dynamic. So that allows man to develop orientation new knowledge and 

provide the place for share view by broad, (Littlejohn, 2014). 

Both online journalism and print journalism are Required To do work as journalism 

by professionals. Principles of journalism must be applied tight. Bill Kovach & Tom 

Rosenstiel in Nine Elements book Journalism mention obligation first journalism is on 

the truth. Truth journalism this focus on accuracy. Accuracy will be Becomes a 

foundation for buildings on it, like context, interpretation, debate, and all 

communication public. The truth, of course, has complicated meanings. However, efforts 

in journalism for truth in a diverse world are with sort since beginning fact from 

erroneous information that follows with him, absence information, and promotion 

(Kovach, 2001). Next, journalism must side with the citizens. The principle of this 

importance Becomes a base for a journalist in producing news. Do not until product 

journalism is influenced by interest individual, interest company, as well as interest 

advertiser. Commitment to inhabitant Becomes a source of credibility company news. 

The principle is also known as independence journalism (Kovach, 2001). 

Content news in mass media, of course, no originate from a room empty. Mass 

media is an arena of war ideology. Product journalism is very biased toward the view 

and ideology adopted company. Something content news not born from a room empty 

but built through construction reality. According to Antonio Gramsci, the media is an 

arena in which various ideology represented. For Gramsci, this medium can become 

means of deployment ideology ruler, salat legitimacy, and control on discourse public. 

But on the other hand, the media has also become a tool of resistance to power (Sobur, 

2018). Every medium has the ideology adopted. In practice, ideology will become a 

reflection of text news produced by the media (Eriyanto, 2006). Ideology is also 

understood as awareness fake. Ideology is considered a system think already caught 

distorted (Sobur, 2018). With difference, the ideology that became grip in every 

medium, then different construction news that will be served to a reader on an event. 

That's not solely part of technique journalism carried out by the media, but that 

Becomes representation ideology adopted by the media. Every news produced by the 

media is necessary asked by critical about why preach incident that? Why interview 

person A, not B, C, or other? 

One enough event interesting for seen in construction news built is Ustaz Abdul 

Somad (UAS) incident which was rejected enter to Singapore on 16 May 2022. Events 

denial direct Becomes ingredient news in various mass media in almost the whole 

platform. Why is the mass media so enthusiastic? About preaching incident this? Many 

factors about media interest in issue this, especially because news value in events this. 

UAS is a figure of a respected scholar and has followers enough many in Indonesia. As a 

scholar, what was done and what happened against him, of course, always Became the 
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attention of his followers, not except in incident denial of it. What's more, in the 

incident, UAS was rejected entered by the Singapore government, and public opinion led 

to an attitude of an unjust Singapore government against UAS. Even this issue no only a 

problem denial only, but has already developed into Islamophobia or Islamophobia, 

which means excessive fear against Islam or adherents of Islam (Ibda’, 2018). 

The figure of Ustaz Abdul Somad, of course, enough controversy in Indonesia, even 

the figure of this scholar had time reported to Polda Metro Jaya above lectures delivered 

because considered insulting cross. The lecture rated has touched on Christians. Besides 

ever reported to the police, UAS was also rejected several times moment will the 

lecturing in a number of regions in Indonesia and abroad (Rochimawati, 2019). The 

impact of the old controversy that UAS conveyed on social media until make it rejected 

entry to Singapore in mid-May 2022. News about even the rejection of UAS in Singapore 

with fast be the pros and cons in Indonesia. There are those who defend UAS while 

cursing the Singapore government, but there are also those who support and accept the 

decision of the government of Singapore as a sovereign nation; moreover, things that 

are declared in accordance with the jurisdiction of that country. Singapore's Ministry of 

Home Affairs confirmed the rejection of UAS in their country. There are four reasons for 

denial that. First, UAS is considered as the preacher who spreads teachings of extremism 

and segregation. Teaching the rated no could receive multi-racial and multi-religious 

society as in Singapore. Second, UAS has been lecturing about the question of bomb kill 

self. In his lecture mentions that the bomb kill self is legitimate in the context of the 

Israeli-Palestinian conflict and considered an operation martyr. Third, UAS is also called 

once express statement pitched speech hatred with demeaning other religions, UAS said 

cross as the place stay pagan spirit. Fourth, UAS also mentions non-Muslims as a 

disbeliever in his lecture, (CNNIndonesia, 2022). 

Incident Abdul Somad refusal from Singapore became content interesting for mass 

media in Indonesia. Content news made from various corner views and interview 

amount source person in accordance individual media preferences. Development 

information related to UAS for sure will be awaited by his followers. That thing is 

reflected in coverage carried out by the mass media in Indonesia, which puts attention 

more on giving portion enough many related incident denial. 

Each mass media protrusion and selection issue to an incident. When the event 

happened, UAS delivered denial that part big mass media told it with emphasis 

respectively. Then continue news incidents with a variety of perspectives. 

Like Republika.co.id looking at incident denial that forms Islamophobia with title 

news Singapore's Attitude Assessed Describe Islamophobia. Perspective this is very 

tendentious, though Singapore government has Secrete a number of the reason they 

refuse UAS for entering his country. This news aired on Republika.co.id on May 19, 2022, 

or three day days after the incident denial that took place. Different 

from Republika.co.id, precisely Kompas.com has another perspective on the incident it. 

Kompas.com is playing safe in the title news, leaning more toward cornering UAS. Like 

in the news title Singapore Minister of Home Affairs claims UAS has 
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radicalized this Singaporean, Kompas.com starts to play in cornering UAS who have 

radicalized Singaporeans. Assume that you already enter in gift label against UAS. 

Why does each cyber media have a different perspective in see an incident until 

construct it Becomes news? Difference ideology is one factor that determines how the 

incident is constructed and becomes news. News text Becomes fight inter-ideology. 

Ideology constructed group dominant with destination for produce and legitimize 

audience. one _ strategy is to make awareness audience, so domination they can receive 

by what existence or taken for granted, (Darma, 2009). Republika.co.id ideology can be 

attributed to the Islamic mass media. This thing no miss from history the establishment 

of the Republika media which started with mass media print. Republika was founded by 

a group of people from Bond Indonesian Muslim Intellectuals (ICMI). Profile reader 

Republic also consists of from urban community muslim, professional, educated, 

community tolerant and inclusive, (Magribi, 2019). In comparison, Kompas.com or 

Compass adheres to the ideology of humanism. According to Jakob Oetomo, the founder 

of Kompas, humanism has become the soul Kompas Gramedia group, 

including Kompas.com. Apart from being ideologically oriented to humanism, Kompas is 

also oriented to moderation. In principle moderation this, Compass is not to go through 

bow extreme, conservative or liberal, no hard or soft, no religious or secular, but 

moderate (Sindhunata, 2019). 

In writing article this, researcher use theory construction reality social. Perspective 

construction social this developed by Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckman in the book 

Social Interpretation of Reality Treatise about Sociology Knowledge. This theory show 

how a news that constructed by the mass media. There are three aspect that happened 

in formation construction news, that is externalization, objectivation, and 

internalization. For Berger, someone no born as member society, but with something 

predisposition or trend to direction sociality. Point beginning in understand something 

Thing is internalization. Internalisation this interpreted as understanding or direct 

interpretation from incident objective as disclosure something meaning, meaning, as 

manifestation from other people's subjective processes which thereby becomes mean 

by subjective, (Berger, 2013). Internalisation this is later make a reality constructed. So 

that understanding man to something is a formation. Internalisation this have function 

for transmit information as standing reality _ alone especially to reader, this important 

for objectivity status an institution in awareness they permanent strong  (Riyanto, 

2009). 

Construction reality basically is every effort conceptualize a reality, state, or object 

not except something related with politics. News in mass media is results from 

construction the reality carried out by journalists, (Nugraha, 2022). 

In study this, researcher will focus for study news UAS rejection from Singapore 

which was published in two cyber media, namely Republika.co.id and Kompas.com. View 

from similarweb.com (site that ranks websites), May 2022 data, Kompas.com is a 

website with category news and media publishers in Indonesia number one with total 

visitors reached 154.3 million. Whereas Republika.co.id, in the same month become a 

website with news and media publisher number 23 in Indonesia with amount visitors 
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reached 17 million. About working news for issue UAS rejection in Singapore, the two 

mass media this put attention enough big with lower news with amount enough a lot. 

Republika.co.id, as long as range time May 17th to May 25th 2022 has been lower news 

with issue the total of 28 articles. Temporary it, Kompas.com during range May 17 to 

May 23 2022 has been lower news about issue the total of 29 articles. Each medium 

constructs issue the so appearance for served to the reader. Basically, mass media work 

_ that is construct chosen reality, (Sobur, 2018). Selected reality journalist can variety, 

can politics, religion, and others. 

Cyber media be one new media or new media current Internet based this currently 

develop massively. As a media provider information, character typical communication 

mass in cyber media still very strong that is as controller current information. From two 

cyber media that, each one wants control information that will be read respective 

readers with the framing created. Because the reality shown in the media is the reality 

that has been selected, so that the mass media influence formation image about 

environment social unequal, ordinary, and not careful, conditions this can impact on a 

stereotype (J. Rakhmat, 2019). Media space becomes fight ideology.  

For prove production news with ideology adopted by the mass media need 

conducted analysis framing. Framing analysis will dissect the strategies used by the 

media to highlight aspect certain in an event and do selection issue. Reality basically no 

arrested or written, but constructed. When doing construction reality that naturally 

there is many different interpretations and meanings in understand it (Eriyanto, 2011).  

Study with use framing analysis indeed already many conducted researchers 

another. However, the object under study in study usually vary. On research this aspect 

the novelty is the object under study is incident Ustaz Abdul Somad rejection from 

Singapore. Incident denial the new happened in May 2022. 

A lot of research focused for reveal the framing used by the mass media in produce 

news. Study that including articles journal entitled Framing Analysis About Hoax 

Reporting on Ratna Sarumpaet on Kompas.com and Republika Online, Time Range 02-

05 October 2018 by Ridwan Nasution and Rizki Fadila, (Nasution, 2019). In research 

that, mention that in Ratna Sarumpaet hoax news, Kompas.com really cornered Ratna 

Sarumpaet in the case have political motives. While in Republika Online, in Ratna 

Sarumpaet hoax news cornering Ratna Sarumpaet as the creator of the hoax that 

spreads to public. Framing Republica looking at the hoax case is problem private. Study 

other namely News Framing Analysis Jakarta Floods January 2020 in Kompas.com and 

Jawapos.com Daily, by Nexen Alexandre Pinontoan and Umaimah Wahid, (Pinontoan, 

2020). In research that is known how these two online media construc reality Becomes 

a news with each frame. Kompas.com build news with the basis of the dominant moral 

and ethical frame, so that emerging news _ related with claim, question, and sue 

helplessness government area in handle Jakarta flood in January 2020. Meanwhile 

Jawapos.com construct news about Jakarta flood January 2020 with frames for build 

image good on performance government area. That thing conducted with use of frame 

base personalization in highlight effort government area in handle disaster and use 

perspective source person single that is Anies Baswedan as Governor of DKI Jakarta. 
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Study other entitled Analysis of Buzzer News Framing on Tempo.co by Ade Kurniawan 

Siregar and Eka Fitri Qurniawati, (Siregar, 2022). Research results this show that 

Tempo.co more highlight side negative from must - have buzzer disciplined so as not to 

cause provocation and action spontaneous in society. Study similar to what Launa did 

with title Sandiaga Uno in Media Construction, (Launa, 2020). Research results this 

mention through Entman model framing analysis show construction Kompas.com news 

on discourse Sandiaga Uno who will return take office as Deputy Governor of DKI 

Jakarta no clear source the news and tend negative. 

See background back, research this aim for analyze and find out the framing 

strategy carried out by cyber media Kompas.com and Republika.co.id in construct news 

Ustaz Abdul Somad rejection from Singapore that occurred in mid- May 2022. Research 

this too want see how ideology play a role in construction a news. 

 

METHOD 

Study this use method qualitative descriptive. This method is descriptive it this not 

addressed for look for or explaining relationship, no test hypothesis, or making 

prediction. Study descriptive addressed for identify the problem or check prevailing 

conditions and practices. In addition, research descriptive this aim for make 

comparison, (J. & I. S. I. Rakhmat, 2016). The object to be researched in study is two 

national online media that is Republika.co.id and Kompas.com. Research qualitative 

descriptive this use approach analysis framing from Robert N. Entman for analyzing 

article news on two news portals that. In framing analysis with approach of Robert N. 

Entman, there is four device used, define problems, diagnose causes, make moral 

judgments, and treatment recommendations. 

In element define problems or definition problem, researcher try see how both 

cyber media that define UAS event rejected from Singapore. On element diagnose causes 

or estimate problem, researcher will analyze how both cyber media that explain 

because from case and who is appointed as actor reason problem. Element third namely 

make moral judgment, element this will explain how the two online media use moral 

values like what to wear for legitimize or precisely delegitimize something action. 

Element final that is treatment recommendation, aspect this want to see how the two 

media in complete problems that occur. 

 Research data sources this news case rejection of UAS in Singapore which was 

broadcast on two media portals, Republika.co.id and Kompas.com. Over the span time 

between 17 May to 25 May 2022, at Republika.co.id there is as many as 28 texts related 

news with case that. Meanwhile at Kompas.com, as long as range time between May 17 

to May 23 2022 there are 29 texts news containing related case it. not all news that 

aired in the two media analyzed, but chosen three news in each of these media. Election 

not even news notice time show. Each selected news that will analyze use analysis 

framing approach of Robert N. Entman with use four device framing. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Based on research conducted to text news in two cyber media, namely Kompas.com 

and Republik.co.id regarding incident Ustaz Abdul Somad rejection from Singapore, 

there are difference highly visible framing from both cyber media it. Each media framing 

incident that with variety corner look. 

At the beginning UAS information is rejected from Singapore, these two media 

You're welcome preach incident denial that with take source person from UAS and 

party immigration. Reporting in these two media almost uniform at first incident denial 

that happen. However, after day next, the media have their own agenda and framing 

incident that in accordance its importance. In research this, author take three news 

from each of the dissected media use knife framing analysis from Robert N. Entman. 

1. Framing Republika.co.id 

 

Table 1. News Text Republika.co.id 

Tanggal 

Terbit 

Rubrik  Jam 

Terbit 

Judul Berita Narasumber  

Kamis, 19 

Mei 2022 

Khazanah 01.26 

WIB 

Sikap Singapura 

Dinilai 

Menggambarkan 

Islamofobia 

Ketua Desk Anti 

Islam Phobia PP 

Syarikat Islam, 

Ferry Juliantono 

Rabu, 18 Mei 

2022 

Nasional 09.29 

WIB 

Fahri Hamzah 

Ungkap Kesalahan 

Singapura Tolak 

UAS 

Politikus Partai 

Gelora, Fahri 

Hamzah 

Kamis, 19 

Mei 2022 

Khazanah 08.00 

WIB 

Sekjen MUI: UAS 

Sebarkan Islam 

Rahmatan Lil 

Alamin 

Sekretaris 

Jenderal Majelis 

Ulama Indonesia 

(MUI) Buya 

Amirsyah 

Tambunan 

Source: Republika.co.id 

News Framing 1 

Problem Identification Republika.co.id identify problem case UAS rejection from 

Singapore as attitude Islamophobia Singapore government against UAS. Republika.co.id 

construct about Islamophobia Singapore government with based on attitude official the 

Singapore government which was conveyed by the Ministry of Home Affairs that UAS is 

a someone who spreads teachings extremism and segregation social. The attitude that 

Singapore is concerned about is UAS statement about use bomb kill self in context 

Israeli occupation of Palestine which considers that as operation martyr. In context, UAS 

conveyed use bomb kill self allowe in situation war. Constructed narrative in news this, 

that Singapore for this still weave relations between the state of Israel, so that the UAS 

attitude considered Singapore government as dangerous attitude because allow use 

bomb kill self. 
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Attitude Singapore government is also considered contrary with resolution about 

combating Islamophobia which has set in United General Assembly Nations (UN) on 

March 15, 2022. Repubika.co.id build narration the with destination that Singapore 

should be obey The UN General Assembly, considering Singapore to be one of the 

member of the United Nations. Because seeing problem this as a problem Islamophobia, 

Republika.co.id journalist interviewed The Chair of the Anti-Islam Phobia Desk of the PP 

Syarikat Islam, Ferry Juliantono, to support assumptions built that. 

Diagnosing Causes. In the news in this case, UAS is considered a victim of the view 

Islamophobia from Singapore government. Whereas Singapore government considered 

no obey United Nations General Assembly concerned determination resolution about 

combating Islamophobia. For support narration that this UAS fall victim to views 

Islomophobia, Republika.co.id in paragraphs 6-7 write down that UAS as the figure of a 

material scholar his preaching many Interested by Muslims and society wide. Even 

Republika.co.id quote statement claim from Ferry Juliantono who mentioned whole 

institutions and media in Indonesia display UAS as one of the respected a lecturer. 

Mentioned contents UAS lecture can accountable by science, especially from the Quran 

and Hadith. From construction fact opinion source person that, by no direct 

Republika.co.id want to influence reader that UAS only become a victim of view 

Singapore Islamophobia. 

Moral Evaluation. Frames Singapore government as actor view Islamophobia in case 

This UAS rejection is very visible clear. That thing seen in paragraphs 4 and 5 in news 

that. As one member of the United Nations, Singapore should not perpetuate attitude 

Islamophobia in decide something thing. Especially in case this, which was rejected 

enter is a scholar. Singapore 's views on this UAS based on contents rated lectures 

extreme. Like use bomb kill self in context Palestine war against Israel. View Singapore 

government is against with UAS view in context that, because it turns out government 

Singapore undergo relations between the state of Israel that became perpetrator 

oppression in Palestine. 

Treatment Recommendations. In the news here, Republika.co.id online assertive 

recommend, First, the Singapore government to ask excuse me to relevant Indonesian 

government case UAS rejection. Second, ask Police for evaluate return policy about 

radicalism and terrorism that are considered not enough relevant and often made as 

references at home and abroad. Third, the Indonesian government must take step for 

support UN resolution on combating Islamophobia. In recommendation this clear that 

the emphasized framing is side negative Singapore government because considered no 

obey UN resolution on combating Islamophobia. Should as member of the United 

Nations, Singapore must obey resolution that. 

News Framing 2 

Define Problems. In the news title Fahri Hamzah Reveals Singapore's Error Rejecting 

UAS, Republika.co.id want to strengthen opinion that attitude Singapore government 

rejects Ustaz Abdul Somad is wrong and action that is not civilized. From selection title, 

Republika.co.id want to confirm that rejecting UAS is something error because violate 

values ASEAN basis. The Singapore government is considered violate the human rights 
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of someone who wants to enter to his country. Fahri said: in principle modern 

immigration, service immigration should be aim for make it easy friendship between 

fellow people in different countries.  

No only define problem this as error immigration only, Republika.co.id also tried 

interesting denial this as attitude Islamophobia from Singapore government. “There are 

other problems that appear from this UAS case, namely the development of Islamophobia 

is not only in some neighboring countries but also domestically. Islamophobia and various 

type hatred to fellow is disease ummah man our day this." 

Diagnosing Causes. In the news this, the Singapore government considered as actor 

main in UAS refusal to enter to that country. Framing directed as if the Singapore 

government violates a person's human rights, in Thing this, UAS, moment want enter to 

that country. Construction the news also points to Singapore 's attitude as form 

Islamophobia. 

Make Moral Judgment. The Singapore government is considered wrong because has 

violate right somebody for enter to their country. Republika.co.id framing news the with 

mention Singapore action no in accordance with principle modern immigration. Besides 

argument for strengthen error that with pointing that attitude Singapore government 

does not in accordance with statutes ASEAN. Though no describe in detail violated 

statutes like what. Opinion like this will influence reader that actions taken by 

Singapore to refuse enter UAS to their country truly Becomes error.  

Treatment Recommendations. In the news this, Republika.co.id framing the problem 

this as management immigration that is not in accordance modern principles. So that, 

through Fahri Hamzah's statement, the Singapore government should obey principle 

modern immigration which task Security border immigration only ensure completeness 

document no see view political someone. In addition, the recommendations submitted 

by ASEAN countries that have agree journey without Visa must announced the list of 

people they reject enter because politics. 

News Framing 3 

Define Problems. In the news third with title Secretary General of MUI: UAS Spreads 

Islam Rahmatan Lil Alamin, Republika.co.id identifies that UAS rejection from Singapore 

is not based on. On the news this use source person single that is from Secretary 

General of MUI, Buya Amirsyah Tambunan. Construction built in news this is Singapore 

government is wrong because reject UAS. The reason UAS spread understand 

extremism, broken with statement single from sources. Assume from Singapore 

government about UAS teaches extremist considered only making it up, because so far 

this no there is fact the law that says about Thing it. 

Diagnosing Causes. Republik.co.id position Singapore government as the perpetrator 

who caused problem from incident Ustaz Abdul Somad refusal. In case this, the 

Singapore government became point beginning problem. Can be seen in text news that 

Singapore government considered making it up about UAS assumption is extremist.  

"I know " we, he is cleric who spread Islamic da'wah Rahmatan lil natural. Then need 

our question, over base what and what the evidence (calling UAS extremist). Do not make 
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up. Mention somebody extreme it's absurd and sensitive. We ask that responsible for the 

Singapore Ministry of Home Affairs.”  

On the other hand, Republika.co.id clear positioning UAS as a victim in incident that. 

Pictured that UAS is a figure preacher who spreads Rahmatan Islamic teachings lil 

experience far _ from impression extremist. 

Make Moral Judgment. Frames used Republika.co.id in news this leads to 

assumptions negative Singapore government on UAS. So that in news this mentioned 

reason Singapore government refuses UAS only making it up without with strong 

evidence. Narrative development this proven that UAS is not figure who teaches 

extremism, however according to sources quoted, in fact UAS is a preacher who spread 

Islam rahmatan lil natural. 

“Nothing decision or position the law that states he  

(UAS) extreme. So actually office The Singapore Ministry of Home Affairs make up. Then 

we ask for that evaluated and don't any talk." 

Treatment Recommendations. For the problems caused it, Republika.co.id 

recommend so that problem related UAS rejection quick solved between Indonesia and 

Singapore. So that problem this no disturb connection diplomatic both countries. 

2. Framing Kompas.com  
 

Table 2. News Text Kompas.com 

Tanggal 

Terbit 

Rubrik  Jam 

Terbit 

Judul Berita Narasumber  

Jumat, 20 

Mei 2022 

Global 13.01 

WIB 

UAS Ditolak 

Masuk 

Singapura, Ini 

Hikmahnya 

bagi 

Penceramah 

dan Pemerintah 

Indonesia  

- Staf Khusus Menteri 

Agama RI, Ishfah Abidal 

Aziz 

- Pengamat dan Pegiat dari 

Pusat Studi Agama dan 

Perdamaian (ICRP), Ahmad 

Nurcholish 

- Kementerian Dalam 

Negeri Singapura 

- Ustaz Abdul Somad 

Kamis, 19 

Mei 2022 

Global 20.15 

WIB 

Kemenlu: 

Penolakan 

Masuk 

terhadap UAS, 

Kedaulatan 

Singapura 

- Juru Bicara Kementerian 

Luar Negeri RI, Teuku 

Faizasyah 

- Direktur Perlindungan 

Warga Negara Indonesia 

(WNI) dan Badan Hukum 

Indonesia (BHI) Kemenlu, 

Judha Nugraha 

Senin, 23 

Mei 2022 

Global 16.34 

WIB 

Mendagri 

Singapura 

Klaim UAS 

Menteri Dalam Negeri 

Singapura, K Shanmugam 
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Telah 

Meradikalisasi 

Warga 

Singapura 

Source: Kompas.com  

 

News Framing 1 

Define Problems. In the news title UAS Is Refused to Enter Singapore, Here's the 

Lesson for Indonesian Lecturer and Government, Kompas.com identify case UAS rejection 

in Singapore as moral issues. Problem this no highlighted from side political nor law, 

but from moral aspect. A number of the reason, Kompas.com looked at denial this arise 

because UAS's own actions. should be as religious preachers must take care and be 

careful in Thing To do activity religious or deliver views religious. As the figure who 

becomes reference people, speaker must be careful in convey view religion, especially 

those related with life religion, life nation and state. Because seeing problem this as 

moral issues, Kompas.com interview staff specifically the Minister of Religion of the 

Republic of Indonesia, Ishfah Abidal Aziz. 

Diagnosing Causes. In the news this, Kompas.com positioning UAS as reason 

problem. In the text, it looks how Komps.com framing positioned UAS as actor reason 

problem. This thing could seen from how news this construct news with the sentence 

"anyone can" taken as lesson in incident this”, then followed statement that religious 

preachers need take care and be careful in thing to do activities, or convey views 

religious. this news herding opinion public that UAS is not can be careful in convey view 

religious until finally impact on expulsion herself from Singapore. 

Statement from staff specifically the Minister of Religion strengthened with 

statement observer and activist from the Center for the Study of Religion and Peace 

(ICPR) which states that the state has right for to do action protective to someone who 

has threaten unity and unity nation. Statement this then connected that materials UAS 

lectures in the country during this contains pros and cons. 

"And three reason given The Singapore government has also been this our pay 

attention." 

Quote this by direct justify attitude taken the Singapore government which has 

reject enter UAS to his country. because of things that considered as form protection 

against their country. Because it is considered as source problem, the Indonesian 

government was asked for assertive against UAS like what to do Singapore government. 

Make Moral Judgment. Construction on UAS figure depicted as actor problem. 

Messages conveyed by UAS in religious forums considered Becomes something things 

that are not should done. Even if not by specific addressed to UAS, however 

construction beginning news this direct that arguments this addressed to UAS. Because 

it is considered as reason problem rejection, religious lecturers must take care and be 

careful in to do activity religious or convey views religious. 

" Lecturers, religious leaders, and preacher is figure later figure becomes reference 

people. because of that must be careful, then with sufficient knowledge and judgment for 
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convey views religion, especially those related with life religion, life nation and state, 

harmony and so on.” 

Attitude Singapore government who refuses UAS is judged in news this already 

right. This thing see that UAS is considered has threaten unity and unity nation. The 

country has right for to do act protective. Reasons current Singapore government refuse 

UAS, related the lecture, during this in Indonesia also becomes attention. 

Treatment Recommendations. For resolve problem this, UAS should be follow the 

strengthening program capacity and competence religious lecturer held by the Ministry 

of Religion. In the program, the speaker no only talk about narratives religious only, but 

also must accompanied with commitment nationality. because of early, UAS is 

considered not enough competent in narrate teachings religious with narration 

nationality, so required for participate in government programs that. 

News Framing 2 

Define Problems. In the news title Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Rejection of Entry to 

UAS, Singapore Sovereignty, Kompas.com framing incident Ustaz Abdul Somad rejection 

this as problem law and sovereignty a country. Kompas.com is interesting incident this 

as problem law, because every country has provision laws in force in their country. So 

that can only country not accept somebody enter to area because various consideration. 

This reason come up enough dominant in news this. Argument this is also strengthened 

with that Indonesia also has rule immigration self regulated in law no. 6 of 2011. 

Diagnosing Causes. In the news this, Kompas.com positioning Ustaz Abdul Somad as 

actor reason problem. Because it is considered as spreader teachings extremists and 

divisions, UAS rejected Singapore government. Rejection decision that Becomes 

Singapore rights. Kompas.com on the news this of course no direct pointing that UAS is 

guilty, but construction news this want so. 

Make Moral Judgment. UAS characterization inside news this tend negative. Because 

it is considered convey teachings extremists and divisions, UAS rejected enter to 

Singapore. The Singapore government has jurisdiction and conditions law alone in 

determine who can and ca not enter their territory. Denial to foreign national no 

problem seriously, all countries have to do it. Including in Indonesia, which from 

January to 17 May 2022, 452 foreigners were rejected enter to Indonesia with various 

reason. this news framing that denial against foreigners indeed Thing normal and of 

course the destination country has rule alone about thing it. 

Treatment Recommendations. because of beginning mentioned this as problem law 

and sovereignty a country. So that recommended if problem this returned to Singapore 

state jurisdiction regarding reception foreign nationals. Accept want reject a foreigner 

with reason certain Becomes sovereignty a country, including Singapore government. 

News Framing 3 

Define Problems. In the news title Singapore Home Minister Claims UAS Has 

Radicalized This Singaporean Citizen, Kompas.com define that Ustaz Abdul Somad as 

figure lecturer who teaches extremism and segregation. News framing this constructed 

use one _ teenager 17 years old in that country who finally Becomes radical after see 
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UAS lectures on YouTube. UAS has also enter in the monitoring radar Singapore 

authorities as lecturer who teaches extremism and segregation. 

Diagnosing Causes. Ustaz Abdul Somad in news this positioned as scatter actor 

teachings extremism and segregation. UAS lectures uploaded on YouTube are inspiring 

teenagers in Singapore for Becomes a radical and finally detained government. Teaching 

that is considered no suitable for Singaporeans who are trying guard harmony among 

race and religion one each other. 

Make Moral Judgment. Constructed narrative Kompas.com in news this show that 

UAS will disturb long order this is in Singapore. UAS is considered as threat for 

Singapore's security because teach extremism. Even the actual UAS has long been 

monitored by the Singaporean authorities. It emphasizes that UAS is decent figure 

avoided. Though assumption the has pushed away UAS party. 

Treatment Recommendations. Of the whole narration in news this, Kompas.com 

framing news this as threat security against Singapore. So that recommendations 

submitted take action assertive for who only will undermine Singapore's sovereignty. 

Like reject lecturer who teaches things that lead to teachings extremism and 

segregation. 

3. Comparison of Republika.co.id and Kompas.com frames 

Discussion above show that something same event can defined different from the 

mass media. Framing strategy news in mass media according to Robert N. Entman 

(Eriyanto, 2011), can see in two dimensions big that is protrusion and selection issue. 

Aspect protrusion this relate with writing fact so that information Becomes more 

interesting, meaningful, meaningful, and more remembered by the public. Whereas 

aspect selection issue related with election fact. In practice, the media selects issue 

certain and ignore another issue. Besides that, it also highlights aspect certain with use 

various discourse strategies, repetition, use of labels, associations against symbol 

culture, generalization, simplification, and others. Through this process until finally 

information served in hand reader. 

In building news framing, Republika.co.id seen clear how defend Ustaz Abdul Somad 

(UAS) and blame Singapore government in incident UAS rejection from Singapore. The 

most dominant aspect in a number of news on Republika.co.id. Even link attitude the 

Singapore government as form description Islamophobia. News text that then 

strengthened with text another news entitled Fahri Hamzah Reveals Singapore's Error 

Rejecting UAS, in the title this already confirm that attitude Singapore government as 

form error. Republika.co.id also labels that Islamophobic Singapore government. The 

strategy used for so that construction news that more easy remember reader. On the 

other hand, Republika.co.id also shows his defense against UAS with image it as positive 

figure and as a victim of view Islamophobia. Positive image that seen in news title MUI 

Secretary General: UAS Spreads Islam Rahmatan Lil Alamin. This becomes a felt framing 

strategy very how build awareness reader with two Thing different side. in one side, the 

Singapore government assessed guilty because consider UAS as a scholar who teaches 

teachings extreme and segregation until lead to rejection. On the other hand, 

Republika.co.id shows that UAS is not a scholar who conveys view extremists, but 
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scholars who teach friendly Islam according to Islam Rahmatan Lil Alamin. Election the 

facts it also becomes part in the framing strategy applied by Republika.co.id. The facts 

shown for influence reader how actually base used Singapore government in refused 

the UAS that was mentioned as an extreme scholar. In choosing fact this no can released 

from how fact that understood by the media, (Eriyanto, 2011). 

Whereas Kompas.com use a highlight strategy issue related incident that. Through 

news title Singapore Home Minister Claims UAS Has Radicalized This Singaporean Citizen, 

Kompas.com highlight that UAS has radicalize Singaporeans. This is not only threat, but 

already there is real impact from lectures delivered by UAS through social media then 

consumed by Singaporeans. Furthermore, Kompas.com uses term state sovereignty as 

part from news framing. That is, attitude denial Singapore government against this UAS 

is reasonable thing because that Becomes part from state sovereignty, refuse or accept 

foreign tnationals. Kompas.com also uses a strategy in to do selection issue. Incident 

this understood as problem law state sovereignty and security. With selecting issue and 

understand as problem the as frames, then the facts that will chose impressed no 

profitable for UAS. in one news, Kompas.com mentions that UAS is a figure who teaches 

extremism and segregation, then selected facts is there is a teenager in Singapore who 

become radical after see UAS lectures on social media. In the news others are also 

selected fact that UAS refusal is form from sovereignty a country. Moreover, UAS during 

this already enter on the radar as lecturer who teaches teachings extremist. With 

construction fact thus, make speaker will understand attitude Singapore government 

after reject enter to his country. Likewise in news others who mentioned should as 

speaker must more careful in convey views religious. So that something moment no 

again expelled from a country. 

For understand how construction social media work, there four the stages through 

that is prepare theory construction, distribution construction, formation construction, 

and confirmation (Bungin, 2008). 

At stage first that is prepare theory construction, there three Thing necessary basic 

noticed that is partiality to capitalism, partiality pseudo to community, and partisanship 

to interest society. These two media seen exploit incident the for destination produce 

viewers with peeling from various side. It becomes part from partiality to capitalism. 

The two media also show partiality pseudo to community, for Republika.co.id showed 

with build empathy and sympathy to UAS, however destination end permanent for 

capitalist. Because it is known that UAS has enough mass many in Indonesia. Meanwhile, 

Kompas.com also performs Thing similar. With build different perspective to incident 

that, but goal permanent how coming viewers. 

At stage scatter construction, principle main is real-time. These two online media 

have Fulfill criteria this. After incident that happened and UAS spoke, these two media 

with fast upload news related denial that. Don’t only that, the two media also provide 

attention enough strong related incident that. That thing proven both media constantly 

updating information that until a number of days after incident that happen. 

Then at the stage formation construction. This stage show where the news has 

received reader and happen formation construction image. This thing could see from 
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how Public justify information presented in the two online media. Seen from how there 

is divided opinion from incident UAS rejection from Singapore. About formation 

construction image, these two media seen clear, how Republika.co.id shape image the 

Islamophobic Singapore government and has to do violation. While UAS is imaged as a 

person who doesn't empowered and teach friendly Islam. Whereas Kompas.com 

construct that Singapore government refuses UAS because as form state sovereignty 

and protect from teachings extreme. 

Whereas Step last, that is Step confirmation that is giving stage room opinion or 

argument to the mass media for follow involved in Step formation construction. At stage 

this, these two media give room to outside sources government for give his argument. 

So that they are also involved in construction process news. Republika.co.id and 

Kompas.com give enough space for source person for shape construction news. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Analysis result from two cyber media, Republika.co.id and Kompas.com with use 

framing analysis shows existence difference in the framing strategy used related news 

the rejection of Ustaz Abdul Somad (UAS) from Singapore. In the news incident it, 

Republika.co.id with clear framing attitude Singapore government which rejects UAS as 

form attitude Islamophobia. this medium construct reality with a highlighting and 

selection strategy enough issues strong. Republika.co.id lower news with take 

contradicting sources to attitude Singapore government. On the other hand, this 

medium by clear build opinion public with showing that UAS as a person who teaches 

Islam who is friendly and distant from teachings extreme. Meanwhile at Kompas.com, 

construction the reality shown is very different. UAS inside news Kompas.com depicted 

as figure of a scholar who teaches extreme so that reasonable when the Singapore 

government refused. Kompas.com builds construction reality in the news with using a 

highlighting and selection strategy issue. Even though be delivered by be careful, 

direction the news on Kompas.com is enough clear direct opinion public that materials 

UAS lecture delivered belong to teachings very dangerous extreme for state security. 

Argument this is also amplified with the issue that mentions there is Singaporeans who 

are extreme after listen the talk via YouTube. Protrusion issue this make opinion public 

will lead that denial that reasonable thing as form state sovereignty and avoid from 

teachings extreme. 

Through that framing analysis is known that there is difference construction 

constructed reality both cyber media that. Difference this show construction walking 

media reality because factor external and influential media ideologies to the production 

process news. Republika.co.id which is an Islamic media looks how position Singapore 

government as guilty party on incident denial it and defended UAS. Especially attitude 

the Singapore government based on Islamophobia. That thing seen with clear through 

election source person from Muslims and outside government, such as politician Islamic 

party, MUI, and Head of the Anti-Islam Phobia Dest PP Syarikat Islam. Meanwhile, 

Kompas.com, which is a media that adheres to understand humanism and more 

moderate, more highlight that the long teaching this delivered by UAS containing 
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element teachings extreme. So that attitude Singapore government who refuses UAS is 

considered reasonable. Kompas.com more dominant take source person from element 

government and observer peace. Election source person this is very influential to 

formation opinion public related incident denial that. That denial to foreign national 

that something commonplace and as form sovereignty a country. 

Researcher hope there is other studies on news framing in cyber media or online. 

Especially for events that become attention public and crowded discussed. Study like 

this important in the middle current information that is very heavy in cyberspace. So 

that public can more wise in deal with something issues that develop in the mass media. 

Because no it is undeniable that every mass media have championed ideology. Content 

news no originated from room empty, but constructed in accordance the ideology 

adopted. However, in study this of course not yet uncover about the impact from 

content news broadcast _ these two media. Hope study next can review about impact 

that, so that study about this framing the more interesting. 
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